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Momentum Building Tool Kit 

Suggested Practices and On the Job Training  

Disciplining Mind 

 
 

Benefits of On the Job Training 
 
This Momentum Building Tool Kit will support you in generating Disciplining Mind and applying it directly to your work and business.  
Continue to cultivate Flourishing and Relaxing Minds.    Flourishing Mind is your ground, what you come back to again and again, your 
seed, what you are manifesting in the world.  It is your refuge.  Relaxing Mind is required to sustain both Flourishing and Disciplining Mind.  
Disciplining Mind is the mechanism by which you bring you vision into the world.  Disciplining Mind merges your being with what you 
love.   Disciplining Mind supports a Flourishing Mind.  A Relaxing Mind supports a Disciplining Mind.   
 

Disciplining Mind shapes available resources to manifest your vision or seed.  In included planning but it is about ACTION: 

• Shaping your Energy;  

• Shaping  Time; 

• Controlling Space; 

• Shaping Knowledge 

 
Checkpoints for Success: 
 
Disciplining mind naturally moves from negative to positive.  We learn how to best shape time, energy, space and knowledge to meet our 
goals and manifest our vision when we practice Disciplining Mind.   Carefully consider your inner resources of awareness, concentration 
and energy.  The readings for this mind training provide a solid base of understanding for how to work with these resources.  Become 
familiar with and study the Checkpoints for Success Table.  Recognize when you are slipping into a negative state with any of the 3 
resources. Negative simply means you will not be able to accomplish your vision or goals – negative states result in ineffectiveness.  
Positive means your vision will begin to manifest, your actions are effective.   Awareness of these qualities alone begins to activate 
Disciplining Mind.  
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Checkpoints for Success Table 
 Awareness Concentration Energy 
Positive Qualities: Attentive                  Bright Devoted                                   Persistent Active                   Dynamic 

 Mindful                       Keen Involved Lively                     Powerful 

 Considerate              Sharp Studious Vigorous               Effective 

 Alert                            Vigilant Engaged Diligent                 Intense 

 Respectful                 Masterful Contemplative Enterprising         Warm 

 Diligent                       Intelligent Thorough Spirited 

 Caring                         Appreciative Focused Encouraging 

 Interested                 Receptive Intent Spirited 

 Enthusiastic              Delicate Steadfast Enthusiastic 

 Thorough                   Sensitive Loyal Inspiring 

 Precise                        Subtle Resolute Refreshing 

 Rigorous   

Negative Qualities:    

 Thoughtlessness               Confused Wandering Idle 

 Inconsiderate                     Daydreaming Restless Dull 

 Bored                                    Neglectful Unfocused Lazy 

 Mindless                               Insensitive Dazed Weary 

 Indifferent Bewildered Bored 

 Careless Lost Weak 

 Numb Chaotic Powerless 

 Dull Indecisive Futile 

 Shallow Unstable Ineffective 

 Unobservant Tentative Helpless 

 Oblivious  Inept 

 Distracted  Nonproductive 

 Negligent  Discouraged 

 Ignoring  Intimidating 
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Disciplining Mind and Time 
Connecting to time is critical and will protect you from negativity. Disciplining Mind becomes easy to generate when you are connected to 
time.  Develop a habit to ask ‘when’ for every situation in which you wish to make progress or take action.  Link time to action and 
disciplining mind will naturally appear and function.  
 

Disciplining Mind Practices: 
 
Practice 1: Waking Up to Time  
 
 
This simple practice is a powerful way for you to wake up to existing patterns of time which may be creating significant obstacles for you 
in your work.   Waking Up to Time is an opportunity to gain more awareness about how we are actually spending our time.   
 
You may feel resistance to the exercise at first, but remember anything outside the scope of your habits feels unfamiliar and burdensome 
at first.  “Resistance means that you have come up against a wall of unawareness that impedes the sparkle of time from entering your 
being.  Pay no attention; take on the challenge.”  MasterWork   
 
If you have done this exercise before, take this opportunity to refine your understanding of your relationship to time.   Once resistance 
has ebbed away, it will be exhilarating to continue this practice, as you may discover pockets of time you never knew you had.   Download 
and print out 10 worksheets for daily use and we will check in our group coaching call to see how the practice is going for you.  

 
 

“True discipline has a caring quality that emerges from inner knowledge.  It takes form when we understand the value of our time, our 

energy, and the goals we have chosen to pursue.    

 

Rather than forcing our will, it embraces our willingness.    

 
When we are disciplined, we align our image of our being, fosterling integrity and deep honesty. We gain the power to put our vision and 

purpose into action.” 

 
-- Mastering Successful Work from “Waking Up Through Discipline” chapter by Tarthang Tulku 
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Practice 2:  Exercise B: Working Relaxation to support Disciplining Mind p. 247 Mastering Successful Work  
You can develop relaxation as you work by bringing awareness to body sensations and cultivating a quality of light concentration.  Be 
lightly aware of each feeling or sensation.  Perhaps you feel tightness in the throat, pressure at the temples, or constriction in the belly.   
Awareness helps these feelings of tightness to dissolve.  As you learn to relax and open the senses, body and mind become integrated 
and balanced, and experience becomes richer, healthier and more beautiful. 
 
Practice 3: Chart of Self- Discovery (Exercise 37 in Mastering Successful Work p. 127)  
This practice makes use of awareness, concentration and energy as a yardstick to assess how you are working and how you could improve 
your discipline.  The basic exercise is to chart the rise and fall of each factor throughout the day. 
 
Download the Self-Discovery Worksheet found in the Tools section of the website.  Use the worksheet to record your measurements.  
Print 14 copies to use over the next two weeks.  Track awareness, concentration and energy, assigning each factor a value between one 
(the lowest) and ten (the highest).  Track yourself 3 times per day, morning, midday and end of the work day.  You can add a fourth 
column for the evening if you like.  With regular tracking you will begin to see more clearly how variations are connected both to the 
nature of work and to the level of accomplishment and satisfaction.   
 
When you find yourself with low values in one area, refer to the Checkpoints for Success Table above and see exactly the quality you are 
experiencing and note the positive qualities above it.  Just being aware of the positive qualities may begin to turn the mind in this 
direction.  
 
Be alert for negative judgments or feelings of guilt as you practice that discourage further efforts.  Cultivate a light and pleasurable 
involvement that supports interest in the measurement process.  In this way you will protect the focus of your work, encouraging 
awareness to fully engage the flow of concentration. 
 
Rinpoche provides additional information on how the inner resources interplay with each other and effective ways to spot imbalances.  
See the exercise in Mastering Successful Work for more information.   
 
By conducting this kind of detailed inquiry, you will develop data and knowledge concerning you own capabilities and patterns learn how 
to develop your own resources more fully, and prepare yourself to take on bigger challenges and opportunities.  
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Practice 4: Appreciating Accomplishment (Exercise E – Mastering Successful Work) 
Each evening before going to bed, do a few simple stretches, then sit with the back straight, breathe deeply, and exhale fully three times 
through both nose and mouth. Looking back on what you did during the day, appreciate and enjoy each step of accomplishment, each 
positive thought and action. Write your accomplishments down in a journal and date them.  Where you could have done better, resolve to 
improve.  Embrace all of your actions with positive energy, and let this energy stay with you as you go to sleep.  

 
 
Reading from Mastering Successful Work 
Chapter: Waking Up Through Discipline 
 
Read and enjoy! 
 
We look forward to talking with you on your next coaching.  If you have questions please feel free to email us at 
terib@skillfulmeanstraining.com and arnaudmaitland0@aol.com. 


